
We Were Evergreen

Penguins And Moonboots

                                                                                                                                                  1    4    4 1
Rythmes: -intro:[D~DU~UDU]    -couplets et refrains:[D~XU~UXU]    -pré refrain:  [d~ u~ ud~]
                                                                                                                                   

Intro: [A#M7]x2  [F]x2 [A#M7]x2  [F]x2

        [A#M7]x2                                                             [F]x2
I like looking out at the clouds from a window on a train.     
        [A#M7]x2                                             [F]x2
I like porkchops, butterscotch staying in when it rains
[A#M7]x2                                                  [F]x2 
Beanbags, colored flags, dogs wearing baby clothes    
[A#M7]x2                                                        [F]x2
singing songs in the shower and forgetting all the words!  
[d~]                [d~ u~ ud~]x3                           [D~XU~UXU] etc...
[C~]             [A7]       [F6/9]          [F9]        [Bb]  [Bbm]      [F] [F7]   [Bb] [Bbm]     [F]x2
           But it's OK If you don't wanna play. I can wait, for another day, I can wait, for another day

Pont: [A#M7]x2  [F]x2 [A#M7]x2  [F]x2

        [A#M7]x2                                                [F]x2
I like oversized mi-ties singers with skinny ties
     [A#M7]x2                                                            [F]x2
The smell of fresh paint and when your hair gets in your eyes
[A#M7]x2                                                               [F]x2 
I like films about penguins and anything that starts with Y
[A#M7]x2                                     [F]x2
Yodeling, Yachs and Yelling out at the sky

[C~]             [A7]       [F6/9]          [F9]        [Bb]  [Bbm]      [F] [F7]   [Bb] [Bbm]     [F]x2
           But it's OK If you don't wanna play. I can wait, for another day, I can wait, for another day

Pont: [A#M7]x2  [F]x2 [A#M7]x2  [F]x2

       [A#M7]x2                                                   [F]x2
I like 2 hours breakfasts and staying late in a bar
        [A#M7]x2                                           [F]x2
Weird dreams, trampolines, girls playing bass guitar
[A#M7]x2                                                      [F]x2
I like falling asleep at the back of other people's cars
[A#M7]x2                                                 [F]x2
Moonboots and fruitjuice banging on a water Jar

[C~]                 [A7]           [F6/9]  [F9]                     [Bb] [Bbm]                    [F]     [F7] 
       And If this is the end, my friend         I will ask you again...to sing along if you can
                  [Bb]  [Bbm]                       [F] [F7]               [Bb] [Bbm]        [F] [A7] [Bb] [C] 
 I will ask you again...to sing along if you can       I will ask you again...to sing along if you can
                         [F] [A7] [Bb] [C]                        [F] [A7] [Bb] [C]                      ([F][Bb])x3
pa pa pa pa pa paaaaaaaaaaaaaa, ba ba ba ba ba baaaaaaaaaaaaa, pa pa pa pa pa pa   x3


